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• Stakeholder profile

• Owner of space- Real Estate Developer 
• Client- Herman Miller- Profit from sales 

• Users-  
• Event Attendees 
• Current and potential Customers 
• Employees



• Site profile
• Location 

• 5th and cotanche, Greenville NC 27858 
• 201 E 5th Street  
• 203 E 5th Street 
• 205 E 5th Street

Satellite view

Views Of Neighborhood



• Site analysis 

• Entrance 
• Tenant Space 
• Daylight 

• Morning 
• Afternoon 
• Evening

N

Useable Square Footage: 2,930



• Design problem statement 
• Merge multiple store units into one  

• Maximize natural and artificial lighting 

• Minimize entryways and exits for security 
and traffic flow 

• Efficient use of space to meet customer 
demand  

• Appeal to Greenville’s existing culture 
while introducing a new and refreshing 
atmosphere.  

• Eye catching design and aesthetics to 
maintain and recruit customers.  

• Retrofit new and existing amenities 
(bathroom, showroom space, employee 
break room, customer welcome desk and 
seating.)



• Universal design and accessibility

Universal-  
Accessibility for everyone 

including elderly, disabled and 
injured.

Inclusive-  
Remove barriers that create 

separation.  

Equal interactions 
with the built 

environment through 
effective design.

Doors: 32 inches minimum when door is opened 90 degrees.  
Passageways: 60 inch minimum  

Restrooms:  
Single User: 30-inch by 48-inch access to the sink. 9-inch vertical 
clearance feet and 27-inch vertical clearance for knees. 
The center line of the toilet must be between 16 and 18 inches from 
the side wall. 60 inches diameter around the side wall and 56 
inches from the rear wall to allow for wheelchair mobility  
Toilet seat height 17-19 inches. 
Multi use:  
Urinals stall-type or wall-hung at maximum of 17 inches from floor. 
Grab bars mounted 36 - 42 inches on wall and 33-36 inches above 
floor. 

Height/Projection into space:  
Upper limit-80 inches and lower limit- 27 inches above the walking 
surface



• Workplace behavior
1. Leadership:  Assumes responsibility and volunteers to 
help. typically focus on accomplishments and project directions. 

2. Creative thinking: Can develop solutions to 
seemingly difficult problems. Like to be innovative.  

3. Isolating: Prefer working alone and can excel at 
independent project management. 

4. People-pleasing: avoid conflict and focus on building 
relationships. Want everyone to like them and be positive at all 
times. Often volunteer to take on additional work tasks.  

5. Playful: focus on having fun. Can motivate others to 
enjoy work more and perform better. 

6. Introvert: Quiet and enjoys working alone. Perform 
well when provided with a detailed list of tasks to complete. 

7. Analytical: Enjoys analyzing situations and challenges. 
Prefer working on predictable projects.

8. Referent leadership: Natural leader who 
people admire for their capabilities, confidence and 
charisma. 

9. Aggressive: discharges acts of unplanned anger or 
intimidation to meet their own needs. Under specific 
circumstances, aggressive behavior may work well, such as 
during emergencies or in situations that require quick 
decision-making 

10. Assertive :  Express their workplace feelings and 
desires appropriately. Assertive communication assists with 
the maintenance of relationships and usually results in a 
compromise between parties. 

11. Passive communication: choose not to 
express their workplace thoughts or feelings to others to 
keep everyone happy. 

12. Passive-aggressive: incorporate components 
of both the passive and aggressive communication styles. 
Individuals may appear passive but act out their anger 
indirectly.



• Greenville nc Town History

• Founded in 1771 (Five years before the US)  

• originally named Martinsborough, after 
Josiah Martin (last royal governor of NC) 

• Was originally located 3 miles east.  

• 10th largest city in NC



• Greenville nc Neighborhood History
• national register of historic places districts: 
• College View 
• Tobacco Warehouse 
• Downtown Commercial 
• Skinnerville-Greenville Heights  
• Dickerson Avenue  

• 27 Local Landmarks including: 
• Greenville Municipal Building 
• William H. Long House 
• King Simmons Lodge 
• Robert Lee Humber House

• Local Historic District: College View 
• Architecture: Craftsman, Spanish Colonial 

Revival, Spanish Eclectic, Colonial Revival, Italian 
Renaissance Revival, and Tudor Revival style 
houses.



• Greenville nc local preservation codes and credits

• National register of historic 
places  

• Local historic districts 
• Local landmarks 

• Residential properties: must 
request certification.  

• Protects the history of 
Greenville 



• Sustainability in Interior Environments 
• LEED Building Credits/ Embodied Energy 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design-  
the most widely used green building rating system in the world.  
provides a framework for healthy, highly efficient, and cost-saving green 
buildings.  
Is a globally recognized symbol of sustainability achievement and leadership. 
  
For all building types and all building phases including new construction, 
interior fit outs, operations and maintenance and core and shell. 

Millions of people practice this method of design 

9 Categories: 
• Location & Transportation. ... 
• Sustainable Sites. ... 
• Water Efficiency. ... 
• Energy & Atmosphere. ... 
• Material & Resources. ... 
• Indoor Environmental Quality. ... 
• Innovation. ... 
• Regional Priority. 

• Trends in Historic Preservation: 
protects heritage, vitality and enhances 
Greenville’s quality of life, and 
improving economic development. 

Promotes the identification, evaluation, 
and evolving use of historic resources. 

Multiple properties eligible for 
preservation



• Sustainability in Interior Environments 
• Sustainable Building Systems/MEP

1. Lowering Energy Consumption 
national and state building codes, motion sensing lighting, automated HVAC 
systems and naturally impacted ventilation systems.  
  

2. Practice Water Management 
Other strategies for water management include use of solar hot water systems, 
low flow fixtures and faucets.  

3. Explore Energy Alternatives:  
 Wind, solar and geothermal sources 
 Ensure wind turbines have access to the right amount of wind. 

4. Utilize Sustainable Building Practices & Materials 
Select equipment and materials of the requisite size and material. 
Use locally sourced materials, recycled materials, double glazed windows for 
insulation, window shading and light colored roofs to reflect heat.  

5. Plan for Easy Maintenance & Enduring Building Life 
materials, equipment and components that require less water, energy and toxic 
chemicals and cleaners for maintenance. Meters to track sustainability progress,



• Showroom Design 

Forced Path

Directs customers on 
predetermined route.  
Maximizes aisle space 
Encourages customers 
to make unplanned 
purchases 

Cons: 
May frustrate customers 
who have specific tasks 
Overwhelm shoppers due 
to consolidated traffic 
flow

No predetermined route 
Free navigation  
Customers feel less 
rushed 
Less sterile appearance 
Merchandise appear more 
appealing 

Cons:  
Limits available floor 
space 
May confuse customers 
Disrupts customer flow

Free Flow Racetrack

Leads customers 
through space 
Recommended for 
larger spaces 
Provides intriguing 
visual focal points

Boutique 

Widely used 
Separated by category 
Encourages customers to 
interact freely with 
merchandise 
Category focal points 

Cons: 
Limits display space 
Excess exploration 
Confuses and distract 
customers

Angular 

Used by luxury stores 
Free standing displays 
used are more 
noticeable 
Perception of higher 
quality items 

Cons:  
Sacrifices efficient use 
of space



• Concept

The concept for this revitalization project is to ‘transcend’. This 
showroom will create an elevated experience by creating a luxurious 

atmosphere for hardworking individuals in Greenville. The final 
project will incorporate Greenville’s culture while providing unique 

characteristics that reflects the town’s future inspired by new 
existing structures.



• Inspirational images


